Creation Is Reflection
Creation is the exact expression of the One God.
The image of His Glory, the likeness of Her Love.
As the instant thought-reflection of the one infinite Mind,
There is no other cause or creation, nothing else to claim a valid existence.
Like a gardener is known by his gardens, an architect known by his buildings, a musician
known by her music,
So, God is known by His works, and dreams are known as dreams.
We are all gardeners and architects, all musicians, individuals,
Each demonstrating in different ways and times, as God directs, the infinity of what God is.
In that completeness we are also the garden of Life, the structure of Love.
The seeds in the garden already fully grown in Mind’s eye,
The foundation stone already a building completed,
We are at the same time the full spectrum of Life, whole.
Creation is the beautiful proof of the perfection of the Father-Mother God.
In humble obedience to our Life-source,
We reflect the Father-Mother, the governing and guiding Principle of All.
We radiate with God the all-embracing Truth:
“I AM THAT I AM.”
Ever complete, we are right now the undeniable proof of God’s existence.
That is why we are here.
Never touched by the dream of mortality,
In absolute humility we prove what we do is the manifestation of what God is.
“I can of mine own self do nothing:”
Creation rejoices in the NOW of perfect being!
“And God saw every thing that He had made, and, behold, it was very good.”
Exactly.
“These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that the LORD God made
the earth and the heavens, And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it
grew:” Genesis 2:4-5 (to:)
“And God said unto Moses, I Am That I Am:” Exodus 3:14 (to :)
“I can of mine own self do nothing:” John 5:30 (to :)
“And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good.” Genesis 1;31 (to.)
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